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Remarks from the president
Nepal is passing through a historical moment of drafting its new
constitution through Constituent Assembly. This has spurred us on to
undertake the challenge of having the environment as the fundamental
rights in the new constitution by organizing related activism with the
members of the Constituent Assembly. That should be expected to
keep them focused. Hope the things turn out just the way we want
them to.
No less important is the agenda of urban environment, including
heritage conservation and ensuring the access of the indigenous people to the benefits
thrown up by the exploitation of genetic biodiversity and resources. Here we reaffirm
unflinching commitment to the cause in tradition going back to the year 1986 when NEFEJ
was founded.
There is more ahead. Can we leave out the burning agenda of global warming and the
resultant climate change through time when it is already taking heavy toll? No. We have plan
to sensitize the issues with projects linking global climate change to definite locale within.
That will certainly help assess the impact of climate change on farming communities and
how they can adapt.
NEFEJ is supporting a number of community radio stations to use solar power besides
providing them with training, technical assistance, and grants. The introduction of solar
panels will certain encourage others to go for clean energy ahead.
For many years NEFEJ had been trying to have its own office building. This year we have
expedited the efforts to go ahead with the construction of the building under first phase.
This will get continuity during 2009 too. That done we will be in a position to relocate Radio
Sagarmatha to our own premises.
There are many television channels in Nepal. But we have realized the need to have
community television now which is free from commercial and political interests. We know
what was led NTV to spurn airing Aankhijhyal although it is a state run television. We are
now mulling to set up community television in Kathmandu. Meanwhile we at NEFEJ look
forward to unhindered activism centered on the environment true to our overall objectives of
materializing a Shangri La in its own right.
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President
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NEFEJ
everywhere
The year 2008 saw NEFEJ conducting as many as 14 such
programs which add up to more than one a month on average !

Jitendra Bajracharya

Apart from taking up larger projects
in cooperation with reputed
organizations Nepal Forum of
Environmental Journalists (NEFEJ)
conducts various interaction
sessions on issues of general and
professional interest on its own.
Such sessions are often conducted
on the initiatives of NEFEJ members
and resource persons. The objective
was to sensitize the respective issues
and agenda apart from lobbying and
carrying out advocacy in tradition
going back to 1986, the year NEFEJ
was founded.
The year 2008 saw NEFEJ
conducting as many as 14 such
programs which add up to more
than one a month on average!

for its traditional stone spouts. That
was on January 16.

First in the series was a discussion
on how the concerned group
unearthed a stone spout going back
to centuries in Om Bahal. The
session also saw discussion on how
the stone spouts are going extinct.

Can anyone expect Melamchi
project not figuring in discussion
among environment journalists? No.
That must have been the reason
why NEFEJ hosted an interaction
session on “Will Melamchi Ever
Materialise?”. That was on
February 20, to be precise.

The event saw resource persons
coming up with revelation of their
own kind in a city which is known

An interaction session on
stone spouts in Kathmandu
Valley.

Hot in the heels of community radio
catching the imagination of the
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people, not far behind is the
campaign for popularization of
community television. This was the
reason why NEFEJ hosted an
interaction session on “Need for
community television and its role”
on February 21.
Kathmandu is known for its
atmospheric pollution which largely
emanates from dust. The result is
adverse impact on public health.
This incidentally was the theme of
the interaction session on March
27. It also came up with solutions.
The country has been reeling under
power outages since years. It was

An interaction session
at NEFEJ Hall on
loadshedding.

an issue during the earlier part of
the year. NEFEJ hosted an
interaction session on whether the
state utility the Nepal Electricity
Authority (NEA) can do much to
reduce load shedding hours. That
was on March 28.
Nepal is known for wildlife. But
there are also instances of poachers
striking from time to time. This led
NEFEJ to visit the poachers’
domain on April 25 following
revelation that Ian Baker, a US
national, has been dealing in animal
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parts. So much so that he happened
to have a museum of wildlife animal
parts right in the middle of
Kathmandu.
The entire world is talking about
climate change and its fallout. This
was taken up by NEFEJ on June 5.
The issue was how the media could
play a role to spread awareness on
the issue. Drinking water has
evolved as a timeless issue. This
was the reason why NEFEJ hosted a
discussion session on the supply of
water, public health and what media
can do. That was on June 11.
Next was deforestation which hits
the media headline whenever there
is political instability. The year 208
saw such political instability and
resultant deforestation in parts of the
country when the power transition
took time in July. The interaction
session on July 16 saw environmental
activists talking about what was
happening in parts of tarai.
The rainy season invariably
witnesses much debate on river
Bagmati. This was repeated in 2008
when NEFEJ hosted an interaction
session on how to keep the river
clean. That was on July 8. NEFEJ
hosted a major interaction program
on hydropower generation, pointing
out challenges and opportunities
with resource persons seeing
nothing wrong in going for big
power projects, given the demand.
That was on July 27.
September 27 saw similar session
on climate change related issues
while October 16 saw another
similar effort on conservation of
lakes and ponds. The year ended
with a discussion session on genetic
resources and the need to protect
the interest of the indigenous
communities when it comes to have
access to benefits.

Visually yours
everywhere
Nepal Forum of Environmental
Journalists (NEFEJ) is into so many
things, and one of them is to catch
the environmental and social history
on reel. This incidentally is
something which is accomplished
by the Audio-Visual Department
(AVD).
The AVD has once again come out
successful during the year in
review. It has come out hugely
successful in carrying out
advocacy and lobbying on issues of
prime concern, thus bolstering its
profile no end.
It goes without saying that every
titanic change in politics often
culminates in clearing of forests

leading to deforestation. This came
to the fore once again in a year
which saw the nation going to
election to constituent assembly.
Take a breathe. Aankhijhayal, a
video magazine, is the one which is
doing all this on the strength of a
professional team and well drawn
up activities. The year 2008 saw it
coming up with an expose into
Chure region of Dhanusha district.
Aankhijhyal team had gone out to
the region which had the heavy
presence of those who were
involved in clearing the local forest
area. The team left along with the
officials of the Federation of
Community Forest Users’ Group

The concerned
episode shed light on
the reason behind
such blatant act of
tree felling which
among others
include missing
conservation culture
among the people
while no one is hold
accountable.
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Nepal (FECOFUN). Section of local
people too had cooperated with
Aankhijhyal team.
The resultant video magazine had
captured the views and counterviews of those involved in cutting
down trees and those protesting
against it. What also followed was
an interaction session with the
participation of all stakeholders. The
interaction session was organized
following the telecast of the episode
to rave review.

The concerned episode shed light
on the reason behind such blatant
act of tree felling which among
others include missing conservation
culture among the people while no
one is hold accountable. This
eventually led to the Department of
Forest removing obstacles in the
path of handing over forest to local
communities in Chure and inner
tarai region.
Point is made to ensure that the
video magazine gives voice to
women, Dalits and section of the
population belonging to the
backward classes and dying
cultures and practices. The
efforts were funded by Danish
embassy as joint effort.
Meanwhile a video report is
on the anvil which will go a
long way when it comes to
ensure that the knowledge
and culture of the
backward section of
communities is protected
and promoted. AVD had
signed a deal under
which it is obliged to
shoot 14 video
documentaries. While
9 are complete,
additional
documentaries are
in various stage of
completion. The first
documentary will be telecast on
May 12, 2009 and will feature what
is called Gufa tradition in Newar
community.

A video report is on the anvil which will go
a long way when it comes to ensure that the
knowledge and culture of the backward
section of communities is protected and
promoted.
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Aankhijhyal is also known for
taking good practices from one part
of the country to the other. Notable
in this connection is the way it
produced documentaries under
assistance from Livelihood for
Forestry Program (LFP) on issues
and progress recorded in western
tarai and hills.

Jitendra Bajracharya

AVD: Chasing the
issue of Kamalaris
Now from the fight against
deforestation to fight against social
stigma, all in one breathe. That is
because although human bondage
stands banned, there are still cases
of young women working as
“kamalaris” in comparatively well
off households.
It is here Aankhijhyal went into
action in cooperation with a partner
agency Nepalese Youth Opportunity
Foundation (NYOF) to film a
documentary. The documentary in
question entitled “Chhoriharu Ko
Awaj” (Daughters’ Voices) narrates
the lot of the young women who
work as Kamlaris in Dang, Banke,

Bardiya, Kailali and Kanchanpur
districts.
It goes without saying that hapless
daughters from poor families end
up in the houses of the upper class
people and stand all the chances of
being abused and exploited. While
the campaign was in place since
five years ago, it gained momentum
during the year under review.
The documentary produced was
screened in front of the members
of the constituent assembly who
later passed a stricture on the
abolition of the Kamalari system.
That certainly made an impact.
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Havoc caught
on reel

organizations. It conducted such
training sessions in Banke, Kailali
and Kanchanpur districts. This can
be expected to add to the pool of
trained documentary makers.

The year saw unmitigated natural
disasters, with unprecedented
flooding washing away spurs along
Koshi banks. The AVD came up
with the damage done to the region
while also highlighting the problems
including that endangering the local
wildlife in Koshi Tappu Wildlife
Reserve (KTWR) and the
surrounding wetlands. The
documentary portrays the fury of
nature. It is a part of a rather
longish travelogue that portrays
missing link from relief to those
affected by the flooding to the
damage done to the wildlife.

Documentary of
destinations
The AVD has entered a deal with
National Lake Conservation
Development Committee (NLDCC)
to produce documentary on the lakes
of Nepal potential tourist destinations.
The planned documentary will come
in 8 episodes and will highlight the
touristic importance of lakes,
conservation of lakes through the
involvement of the local
communities. Some of them are
Himsar sites as well as on the
World Heritage List of the
UNESCO.

Dhurba Basnet

Porters’ lot
portrayed

A view of flooded
Koshi river.

Filmmakers at
large and how
The AVD is also into imparting
documentary making training to
those working with its partner
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Here is another documentary that
will make an impact once it is
screened for the benefit of the
policy makers. The documentary
“Kimathanka Ko Yatra) (Journey
Through Kimathanka) — a
travelogue — has been shoot with
the objective of drawing the
attention of policy planners towards
the need to make desired
intervention so that the local
marginal farmers can find ready
market for their produce.
It portrays the lot of the porters in
Sankhuwasabha district who trudge
on foot for days together with
heavy load to carry while the
Khandbari-Kimathanka takes its
own time to make the life
comfortable.

Peeping
through
Aankhijhayal

However Aankhijyal failed to be
on NTV this year too. This is the
reason why efforts were taken to
have it on another television
channels. This saw Aankhijhal
appearing on Avenues TV, Beso
Channel in Bharatpur, Team TV
in Hetauda, Inmod Community
TV in Butwal, World View
Network in Sunwal, Betraganga
Society in Nuwakot and NTV
telecast from London. Plans are
afoot to have it on a local TV
cable network in other parts of
the country.
Apart from Aankhijhyal, other
audio visual production of AVD is
appearing on Avenues TV. It
carries such programs every
Sunday. The channel also airs
English language documentary
about Nepal and other countries
every day in the afternoon.
As always, the productions of
AVD are benefiting researchers,
students and teachers in a big
way. The AVD has been also
sharing its production with
students of environmental
science who discuss them as
intellectual pursuit.

Shiva Gautam

The year 2008 saw Aankhijhyal
producing programs by invariably
including topics like use of
pesticide, wetlands, cheap
technology, clean energy,
traditional knowledge, climate
change, herbs, threats thrown up
stone quarries and recycling of
waste among others.

Sounding flood
alarm

A deluge.

Flash floods are known to take
heavy toll. This incidentally was the
reason why AVD produced “Early
Warning Saving Life”, a
documentary on the risks and early
forecast of flash floods in
partnership with Practical Action
Nepal. This is expected to sensitize
the concerned officialdom to take
necessary steps to make
arrangement for sounding out flash
flood warning.
That is because pre-information is
always expected to avert major
disasters. Add to it a report produced
on information gathering about
flooding for the benefit of residents
of Banke and Bardiya districts also.
It is expected that growing
awareness on how to cope with
natural disasters like flash floods
can lead to minimization of the loss
occured through such a phase.
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Jitendra Bajracharya

MTC will be
organizing various
training sessions for
the benefit of
Nepalese journalists
including
photographers and
online journalists
from time to time
until December
2009.

MTC: A new
venture
Nepal Forum of Environmental
Journalists (NEFEJ), which has
been working in various areas of
sustainable development and the
environment, is also into promotion
of Nepalese media organizations.
This is being done by conducting
training programs for Nepalese
journalists including photojournalists and online journalists.
There is a new wing which goes by
the name of Media Training Center
(MTC) to carry on the activities
after designing them.
The fact that MTC organized an inhouse refresher training session for
15 journalists, out of which 12
were from Radio Sagarmatha, has
gone a long way in imparting
additional journalistic skills to
community based journalists.
It was all about boosting program
production and reporting skills.
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Moreover 15 aspiring journalists
were trained in basic radio
journalism skills.
MTC will be organizing various
training sessions for the benefit of
Nepalese journalists including
photographers and online journalists
from time to time until December
2009. There is a TOT for photojournalists in Berlin.
Add to it another training for radio
and photo-journalists in Kathmandu.
Similar trainings have been planned
for Birgunj and Pokhara, thus
contributing to the development of
professionals in the field.
The MTC also hosted an advanced
training in photo-journalism for the
benefit of 18 photo-journalists as
part of in-house training. Yet
another group of 18
photojournalists received basic
photojournalism training.

CRSC: Strengthening
community radio
The country is yet to draft a constitution and put it to public debate once
again. That is to say that community radio movement still has a lot to
offer to the democratization process. The conflict is not over yet. Not yet
given the volatility.

This, of course, is talking about
Community Radio Support Center
(CRSC) — a radio wing of Nepal
Forum of Environmental Journalists
(NEFEJ) — which has not only
successfully chased its mission of
consolidating and popularizing
community radio stations with élan,
but has also contributed to the
democratization process in a
country which is passing through
the transitional phase.
This is based on the fact that more
than 90 community radio stations
which are on air when the nation
went to election to constituent
assembly last year had whipped up,
debated and revisited the issues
involved before the 20 million plus
voters cast their vote. In fact, the
community radio stations ensured
that the flow of information was
two-way, thus instilling tremendous
wisdom in the entire exercise.
There is more ahead for community
radio stations. The country is yet to

Prateek Bhandari

Here’s what which has simply
snowballed into a monolith and
much more through fluid and often
anarchic political turn of events in
Nepal.

draft a constitution and put it to
public debate once again. That is to
say that community radio
movement still has a lot to offer to
the democratization process. The
conflict is not over yet. Not yet
given the volatility.

An in-house training
conducted by CRSC.

Verily the journey which began in
2005 with free community radio
campaign has raced past many
milestones which among others
include widening and deepening the
role of community radio for the
uplift of communities through
access to information, freedom of
information and by making definite
15

contribution to the democratization
process.
This essentially marks the
successful fruition of the joint task
undertaken by CRSC and Free
Voice, the Netherlands already.
Meanwhile the joint efforts have not
only consolidated the community
radio movement as a whole but
have also gave tremendous impetus
to the task of evolving community
radio stations along professional
line, with CRSC conducting
community journalism training
programs while also giving grants
wherever demanded.

This essentially marks
the successful fruition of
the joint task undertaken
by CRSC and Free
Voice, the Netherlands
already.
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While CRSC is
in one way or
the other coming
to the assistance
of all the
community radio
stations as a
matter of rule,
the year under
review saw it
picking up nine
community radio
stations for
grants. The
radio stations —
all of them of strategic importance
from linguistic, geographic and
ethnic standpoint — can now be
expected to do well given the
assistance.
There was a phase when CRSC
insisted on quantitative growth of
community radio stations. But it is
no more so. The stress now is on
qualitative growth, meaning
boosting the quality of the
broadcasts which is already
becoming evident following series
of trainings, both management and
editorial. The CRSC has conducted
training for over 100 community
journalists, 32 radio technicians and
50 station managers. This will
throw up benefits indeed.

Perhaps most significant of
all is the formation of Community
Radio Partnership Mechanism
(CRPM). It will serve both as
news pool and advertisement pool.
This will be imparting every
element of sustainability to
community radio stations once
they join it.
Meanwhile CRSC has also
undertaken the task of assessing
local impact of global warming by
roping in five local NonGovernmental Organizations
(NGOs) which will be implementing
the pilot projects during the year
2009.
It, of course, came under
cooperation with Nationale
Postcode Loterij (NPL) Dutch
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (BuZa)
and the Free Voice, the Netherlands.
The entire effort is aimed at
identifying climate change related
issues and the adaptation tools.
This is not all. The CRSC has
involved one community radio in
the respective project area to
undertake the task of raising
awareness and educating listeners
of community radio on the adverse
impact of climate change while also
disseminating the findings of the
respective NGOs as part of the
adaptation process.
CRSC has over the years realized
the need to have a resource center
which has everything related to
community broadcasting under one
roof, so to say. Down to 2008,
Radio Knowledge Center (RKC) has
evolved as a big repository of
reference materials.
This was mulled in the wake of the
scenario whereby those aspiring to
set up community radio were found
often at loss when it comes to say
the nature of dossier one must put

together before applying for a
license.
z

More so in a country where
information is hard to come by with
insouciant bureaucracy not very
cooperative and those aspiring to
set up community radio station
often at loss over the amount of
paper work needed. A visit to RKC
leads the way since it has
everything which is needed to set
the pace.
The reference material stored up is
meant for use by all categories of
people in society such as decisionmakers, government offices and
scientists.
The collection of resource materials
now adds up to 228 radio related
resources, 68 report resources, 56
proposal related resources, 22
proceedings related resources, 23
guideline related resources, 32
electronic resources in the
database.

z

AMARC in Montreal,
Canada.
Governance Committee
Meeting and AMARC
International Board in
Montreal, Canada.
World Press Freedom Day
2008 in Mozambique.

CRSC vision
Community Radio Support Center
(CRSC) under Nepal Forum of
Environmental Journalists (NEFEJ)
has always worked with a vision.
Much of it becomes evident from
the way the community radio
stations have proliferated over the
years.
Now add to it the concerted efforts
to boost the professional
competence of community radio
stations, their management and
editorial teams over the years. The
thrust all along was on
strengthening and consolidation of
community radio movement and its
functioning.

CRSC everywhere
Over the years, the CRSC has
grown up in stature by making its
presence felt in the international
fora too. CRSC Coordinator Raghu
Mainali not only attended the
following international events but
also presented papers at the
following events:
z XXV Anniversary of
AMARC in Bogota of
Columbia.
z Roundtable in Dhaka on
community radio license
regime
z Seminar on “role of
community radio on
poverty reduction and
disaster management” in
Indonesia?
z International Symposium:
XXV Anniversary of

But this is something which has
been accomplished by now. That is
because what is well begun is half
done. Next is a superhuman agenda
of ensuring the sustainability of
community radio as a whole. This
is being undertaken by endowing a
revolving fund for the sustainability
of community radio stations in a set
up where not all are in a position to
do financially.

The reference
material stored up
is meant for use
by all categories
of people in
society such as
decision-makers,
government
offices and
scientists.

The fund, once set up by
contribution from member radio
stations, will be liable to
receive fund from donors in
cooperation with CRSC. This is
expected to contribute to the
agenda of both boosting the
community radio and the continued
democratization process as the end
product.
17

Haka Haki
keeps on screeching
The year saw Publication
Department coming up with two
issues of “Haka Haki” magazine.
The editions which came out in
February and March featured
features, articles and related
features.
Its publication can be billed as an
instance of screaming at the top the
voice.
Highlights comprised lot of the Bote
and Majhi communities endemic to
Nawalpur of Nawalparasi, who
largely go without any avocation.
Other features comprised cane
forest of the east, insecure
Sukhalaphanta, biogas,

desertification of tarai, instances of
red sandalwood smugglers going
scot-free apart from poaching of
black bucks.
April and May edition saw 13
articles and features, with highlight
being as to what extent the political
parties have incorporated the agenda
of environment in the political
manifesto while the nation went to
the election to constituent assembly.
Main parties were found to have left
out issues related to climate change.
Other issues comprised drinking
water scarcity in Kathmandu,
Melamchi project and forgotten
conservation of Bagmati river.

To Barcelona
with an agenda
NEFEJ President Sahaj Man Shrestha took part in World
Conservation Congress held in Barcelona of Spain through
October 5-12 2008. Inter alia, he made a presentation on
Aankhijhyal, a video magazine of Audio Visual Department of
NEFEJ.
He also described how the video magazine works and was
going a long way in sensitizing the agenda of sustainable
development in Nepal in arrangement with television channels
which carry the program.
During the event, Shrestha has plenty of interaction with
participants from different countries on the agenda of
conservation and communication including with IUCN
President Ashok Khosla. The agenda of “communication
with conservation” was widely shared.
18

Sahaj Man Shrestha (R)
World Conservation
Congress in Barcelona.

Of lakes
and ponds
The year saw NEFEJ team
sensitizing journalists on the
significance of lakes and ponds
along with other stakeholders
working in the area,
including those from the tourism
sector. The issue which
came up for intense debate is:
How can we best conserve lakes
and turn them into tourist
attraction.

Jitendra Bajracharya

We at Nepal Forum of
Environmental Journalists
(NEFEJ) have long realized the
importance of lakes and ponds.
More so since Nepal is a country
which has scenic lakes even at
the highest altitude, with Rara
being the most remarkable. Their
importance lies in the fact that
they can be a ready attraction
for tourists visiting the country.

Environmental Journalism Prize 2008
The
Environment
Journalism
Prize, 2008
has gone
to
journalist
Nabin
Aryal for his contribution in the
field of environmental jouranlism
during the year. NEFEJ, which
has been working in the area of
environmental conservation
through lobbying and advocacy
and training journalists in
environmental jouranlism, had
endowed the prize in the year
1987. So far, the award has gone
to 22 journalists for their

contribution in the area of
environment journalism and
conservation.
Aryal, who is associated with
Gorkha FM, has contributed in
sensitizing the government
machinery and media as a whole on
the issue of environment at a time
when the hydra of global climate
change is casting its impact on
livelihood and farming practices. He
currently run a program “Prakriti”
on Gorkha FM which broadcast
from Kathmandu.
The selection committee comprised
of senior jouranalists Aditya Man
Shrestha and Badri Paudel, and Dr

Tirtha Bahadur Shrestha, an expert
on natural resources. The award
carries a cash prize of Rs. 25,000
and a plaque. The purse is
generated from membership fees
every year. The prize was
announced on June 5 which is
observed as World Environment
Day.
Aryal has done post-graduation in
environmental science and chases
isssues related to environment
with the objective of popularizing
environmental jouranlism while
also contributing to the overall
agenda of bringing about
awareness on environment and its
impact on bio-diversity.
19

Jitendra Bajracharya

Seenic Jharkot.along Annapurna range.

Sensitizing
climate change
The issue of global warming and resulting climate
change is certainly a growing concern.
The issue of global warming and
resulting climate change is certainly a
growing concern. Cognizant of the
issues involved, Nepal Forum of
Environmental Journalists (NEFEJ)
has been time and again putting up
the issue for general debate among
journalists.
However the experience is that the
issue is not taken seriously by senior
members of the editorial teams in any
publication or TV channels. This had
left NEFEJ with the only option of
sitting down with senior journalists
while experts on climate change
delved deep into the importance and
threats posed by the phenomenon of
climate change.
Given the presence of senior
members of the editorial teams of
20

respective media houses the
impression after organizing an
interaction session on the issue of
climate change on September 27,
2008 in Kathmandu is that the
NEFEJ has certainly done a good
job. There has been perceptible
change the way newspapers
prioritize news about climate change.
What else can NEFEJ expect,
anyway?
NEFEJ has been keeping watch on a
host of themes closely related to
environment and sustainable
development since years. This
continued during 2008 too. One of
the watch groups which were active
was Tourism Watch Group, which is
dedicated to the promotion of the
tourism sector.
With very few journalists specializing
in specific subjects, the watch groups
have helped individual journalists to
develop expertise in his/her field of
interest also.
The year saw Tourism Watch Group
organizing an interaction program on
“Sustainable Ecotourism and its
development”, with stakeholder,
journalists, tourism experts, among
others, as participants. It was
focused on how natural resources
should be conserved in right way for
sustainable ecotourism development.
Presenting a paper on importance of
ecotourism for sustainable
ecotourism development in Nepal
Shrikanta Sharma Khatiwada,
Advisor, Pokhara Tourism Council,
argued that tourism sector will be
promoted only through desired
infrastructure.
Sundar Kumar Shrestha, President
of Pokhara Tourism Council said
that developing the ecotourism
means developing the “natural and
cultural tourism.”

Steady watch on
tourism, this
Nepal Forum of Environmental
Journalists (NEFEJ) is as always
cognizant of the issues involved
surrounding genetic biodiversity. This
was the reason why it whipped up
the issue among its partners. But the
nuance here is this time around
NEFEJ linked the issue of genetic
biodiversity with conservation efforts
around Bardiya National Park in the
western region.

What came forth
from the local
people was that
while there is
nothing wrong
with the agenda,
the problems lied
in poachers going
unpunished.

This is being done with the twin
objective of both conserving potential
destination and attracting foreign
tourists. This is clubbed with
development of infrastructure. It goes
without saying that conserving
destination is tantamount to promoting
cultural heritage.

Jitendra Bajracharya

The event saw NEFEJ linking
biodiversity with conservation and
tourism around Bardiya National Park

the agenda of sustainable ecotourism
and its development. This is done by
taking the journalists and other
stakeholders, with focus on how
natural resources should be
conserved.

given the importance of it. What
came forth from the local people was
that while there is nothing wrong with
the agenda, the problems lied in
poachers going unpunished. It was
also felt that the concerned authorities
were not disseminating enough
literature on potentially tourist spots.
Sustainable eco-tourism
Nepal Forum of Environmental
Journalists (NEFEJ) is ever chasing

Poon Hill
in Myagdi.

Yet another benefit of course is that
the local people too end up
benefiting from conservation. As
NEFEJ has long envisioned, this
snowballs simply into a contribution
towards rural development by other
means.
Finally, this entails involving the local
people. At the end of the line is the
number of jobs created, which
contributes
to
sustainable
development.
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Oh, boy ! An illegal
museum, too?

presented a paper on CITES and its
different aspects. However lawyer
representing Baker, Thaneswor
Kafle, went on to argue that since
Baker is also a researcher the law
would not be harsh on him when
passing judgment.

Jitendra Bajracharya

Director General of Department of
Forest Keshav Raj Kandel came up
saying that a letter has been written
to the government to have Baker
brought before the public.

Baker could be
brought here by
issuing an
international red
corner warrant

Police unearthed a huge haul of
body parts of wildlife banned for
hunting on May 17 and 22 from the
residence of US national Ian Baker
in Kathmandu. The incident only
vindicated the speculation that
Nepal was a hotbed of animal parts
trade with the involvement of
outsiders who find ready market for
wildlife animal parts.
This was soon further chased by
Nepal Forum of Environmental
Journalists (NEFEJ). It did so by
hastily organizing an interaction
session. NEFEJ member Nimesh
Regmi presented a paper on the
issue which had shocked the
wildlife lovers no end.
There is more. WWF Program
Manager Diwakar Chapagain
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Dr Annapurna Das of Department
of National Parks said that the
government has taken the latest
instance as a serious matter while
point was being made to check
whether Baker was associated with
poachers in Bardiya and Chitwan.
Bimal Bania Member Secretary of
National Nature Conservation Fund
said that the threats to wildlife can
be minimized only in the event of
activation of the mechanism in
place to fight out poaching.
CITES expert Dr Ravi Sharma
Aryal claimed that since there is no
treaty between Nepal and US
governing extradition, it would be
difficult to have Baker back in
Nepal. However he said that Baker
could be brought here by issuing an
international red corner warrant.
He also said that although Hague
treaty could be of use in this
connection, the same stands ruled
out since Nepal is not a yet to the
same. Superintendent of police
Devendra Subedi said that
serious moves were afoot to see to
it that the accused does not get
scot-free.

Working to have the
benefits shared
The year 2008 saw Nepal Forum of Environmental Journalists
(NEFEJ working in the area of awareness-raising on access to genetic
resources in cooperation with its partners.

The issue of awareness-raising on
access to genetic resources and

benefit-sharing from genetic
resources in Nepal had gained
currency following the adoption of
Convention on Biodiversity (CBD),
1992. The thrust here is on how to
ensure that the indigenous
community and nations benefit
from farming and trading in genetic
resources which belong to them.
There are many components of
CBD but one of them is Access to
Benefit Sharing (ABS) which is all
about sharing the benefit from

A woman at
work in Bhaktapur.

Margunn Gronn

The year 2008 saw Nepal Forum
of Environmental Journalists
(NEFEJ working in the area of
awareness-raising on access to
genetic resources in cooperation
with its partners. The project can
assuredly be said to have
contributed to the need to foster
greater understanding of the issues
involved among the stakeholders
and policy makers.
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The objectives included awareness
raising on the key aspects of access
to genetic resources and benefit
sharing from genetic resources
through workshops and media apart
from dissemination of ABS related
materials to the wider audience and
readership at national and local level
and involving the members of the
constituent assembly to debate the
issue and lobby for the enactment
of a law on the issue.
The project also included the
following 15 episodes of radio
programs on ABS which have been
listed below:
z

z
A vegetable
grower in
Suryabinayak,
Bhaktapur.

genetic resources exploitation.
Things which fall under it are
sharing of knowledge, innovation
and practices along with the rights
of the indigenous people whenever
state or any other parties trade in
genetic resources.
Importantly, Article 8 (j) and 15 of
the CBD refers to the need to
preserve the knowledge of
communities, sharing of benefits
with those who provide the
resources besides providing
provisions to regulate access to
such resources. That is the law
enacted to govern access to
resources and benefit sharing. That
is because without a law sharing of
benefits would not be possible.

z
z

z
z
z
z
z

z
z

The project was part of the
continued mission undertaken by
NEFEJ under which it sensitized
the target groups like of journalists,
politicians and policy makers on
environmental and sustainable
development related issues. The
latest was access to benefit sharing
from genetic resources.
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z
z

z
z

Program on disclosure
requirements and the
WTO system
Needs of biodiversity
registration
Genetic resources and
seed bank
Intellectual property
rights and economic
and social impact of
seed bank
ILO 169
IPR and rights of
indigenous population
Bio-farming
(experience sharing)
Agriculture biodiversity
policy
Biodiversity friendly
plantation and
medicinal plants
(experience sharing)
Food security and
biodiversity
CBM (Community
based management)
Genetic resources and
ABS
Interim constitution,
biodiversity and benefit
sharing issues
Gene Bank
ITPGRFA and farmers’
rights

In deference of
indigenous people
Biodiversity and genetic resources are deemed to be
under the sovereign jurisdiction of the traditional and
indigenous section of population.
Nepal stands exposed to threat to the
rights of local, indigenous and
farming communities when it comes
to have access to genetic resources,
biological diversity and traditional
knowledge. This is the assessment of
the think tank associated with Nepal
Forum of Environmental Journalists
(NEFEJ).
The reason is lack of information on
global trends and commercialization
of genetic resources, leading to
biopiracy.
Biodiversity and genetic resources are
deemed to be under the sovereign
jurisdiction of the traditional and
indigenous section of population. This
is as allowed under Convention on
Biodiversity (CBD).

But the CBD has other components
which protect the right of the
communities to genetic resources.
This leads to the need on the part of
the developing countries to design,
develop and strengthen the rights of

Jitendra Bajracharya

Meanwhile there is a growing
realization that seed and plant breeding
companies of developed countries
can claim ownership to genetic
resources and biodiversity following
the Intellectual Property Rights
(IPRs), including patenting rights.
local, indigenous and farming
communities.
Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS)
mechanisms complement a strong set
of related national and local laws and

Three Rautes
on a visit
to Kathmandu.
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policies that seek to protect and
conserve genetic resources and
traditional knowledge while also
protecting and promoting an active
role of local, indigenous and farming
communities.
As many as 188 countries including
Nepal have endorsed the CBD. The
draft bill on access to genetic
resources and benefit sharing was
drafted in 2000. But the problem is it
is yet to be enacted.

The efforts aimed at
ensuring access of
the indigenous
people to genetic
resources have to be
two-pronged: one
towards media and
other towards
lawmakers of the
land.

It was for this reason that NEFEJ too
up the challenge of sensitizing the
issue through Aankhijhyal episodes
and on Radio Sagarmatha. It also
hosted a half-day interaction program
for the benefit of journalists. The
objectives of the interaction session
held on December 30 were as
follows:
z Spreading awareness among
journalists on the issue of
“Access to Genetic Resources, its
Use and Division of Benefit
Sharing”.
z Spreading information on the ongoing activities in this issue in
Nepal and in world context.
z Making media campaign for
highlighting the issue through
different mass media. So that
policymakers, government,
general public and other related
organizations may take up the
concerns.
The efforts aimed at ensuring access
of the indigenous people to genetic
resources have to be two-pronged:
one towards media and other towards
lawmakers of the land. With media
sensitized already as part of the
project, next was the turn of the
lawmakers of the land.
The objectives were spreading
information about on-going activities
on this issue in Nepal and in world
context, spreading awareness on the
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importance and need of a law on ABS
and compiling the views of the
members of the constituent
assembly.
The interaction session was
anchored by senior journalist
Bhairab Risal stressing the
importance of biodiversity and
threat of biopiracy.
The session saw environment expert
Dr. Tirtha Bahadur Shrestha making
a presentation on “Scientific Thinking
about the Subject of Genetic
Resources Bill.” Inter alia, he argued
that the absence of a law and missing
inventory was a spoilsport.
Similarly Dr. Posh Raj Pandey
Chairperson of South Asia Watch on
Trade, Economics and Environment
(SAWTEE) presented a paper on
“Genetic Resources and Access and
Benefit Sharing” in which he urged
that the should come up with active
policy, lamenting the political
commitment.
The interaction session saw CPNUML member of Legislative
Constituent Assembly Dr. Bijay
Kumar Poudel saying that the
concerned ministry should move the
related bill to the Legislature
Parliament.
Madhesi People Right Forum
(MPRF) member of Legislative
Constituent Assembly Hemraj Tated
said that access to the genetic
resources and benefit sharing duty is
also equally essential. He added that
for conservation and access and
benefit sharing of genetic resources
there must be clear provision in law.
Dr. Madhusudan Upadhaya, a senior
agricultural scientist, said that it
must be clear with in this fiscal year
to pass the drafted bill from
Legislature Parliament to make the
required law.

Radio Sagarmatha:
As loud as ever
As always, Radio Sagarmatha has lived up to its status of a
performing community radio station and the one which keeps
on giving voice to the people.
As always, Radio Sagarmatha has
lived up to its status of a performing
community radio station and the one
which keeps on giving voice to the
people. The long list of
achievements starts with incessant
reports and analyses when the
nation went to the historic election
to constituent assembly.
What’s more it has played a very,
very responsible role by coming up
with desired programs and analyses
sessions. The hallmark was it gave
air time to political parties based on
proportional representation
principle. The radio was on air
round the clock as elections
neared. The outcome of it all was
latest “news as it unfolded.” The
performance put up enhanced the
image of the radio no end.
High tech entity
Radio Sagarmatha, whose signals
are widely available already, made
further progress in the area of its
reach. This became possible
following the enhancement in the
height of its antenna in November.
The processor too was upgraded.
The result is it is available with
much more clarity in additional
parts in the region.

Guidelines on volunteers
Radio Sagarmatha is community
radio station. It is going ahead as
desired owing largely to the
voluntary spirit of people associated
with it. This extends into program
production as well. However it
must be said that so far contribution
from volunteers was not going
along well established lines prior to
this owing to the lack of clarity
governing volunteers. This was the
reason why the Management
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Committee of Radio Sagarmatha
came up with a guideline on the
issue in July.
Marketing drive

The year under review
threw up opportunities
to work with Tilganga
Eye Hospital, Search for
Common Ground,
Practical Action Nepal,
Nineteen/Federation of
Nepalese Journalists,
Water Aid Nepal,
Interface Nepal, Antenna
Foundation, Action Aid,
Danida/ACCORAB and
US embassy, among
others.

Radio Sagarmatha has been ever
since it was established as a first
community radio station in 1997
was generating business along
traditional line and in keeping with
high social values. But the truth is it
has never had a well-orchestrated
marketing strategy which would
generate business and
advertisements. But the year 2008
saw it coming up with a clear
marketing policy and strategy.

editorial team. This extends out to
the volunteers too. Training for
their benefit was organized in
September. The exercise resulted in
6 upcoming radio journalists getting
an opportunity of working with
Radio Sagarmatha for a year.

Radio Sagarmatha goes online

Partnerships

The year saw Radio Sagarmatha
going online. This was done both in
keeping with the policy of keeping
pace with new technology and with
the objective of reaching out to
Nepalese both here and abroad in
unhindered manner. Website is in
place as is a new and
comprehensive brochure.

Radio Sagarmatha has been
working with different partner
organizations all along. This imparts
elements of sustainability to the
radio while also extends it network.
The year under review threw up
opportunities to work with Tilganga
Eye Hospital, Search for Common
Ground, Practical Action Nepal,
Nineteen/Federation of Nepalese
Journalists, Water Aid Nepal,
Interface Nepal, Antenna
Foundation, Action Aid, Danida/
ACCORAB and US embassy,
among others. The partnership was
all about program production and
broadcasting. The long-standing
partnership with ECO Himal, Action
Aid Nepal got continuity. This
extends to Deutche Welle too.

Staff training
Radio Sagarmatha is a
professionally operated radio
station. This demands periodic
training to the members of the

New Station Manager
Gham Raj Luitel has been appointed
as Station Manager in 2008. He was
long associated with Radio
Sagarmatha and has been working
as stand in Station Manager prior to
his formal appointment. Radio
Sagarmatha also has a Marketing
Manager now.
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Members
Honorary Member :
Full Member : 82
Associate Member :

4
24

Total:

110

NEFEJ, Honorary Member
Name

Designation

Mr. Krishna Prasad
Sigdhyal

Founder President

Mr. Hem Bahadur Bista

Journalist
Chairman

Mr. Raghuji Panta

Columnist

Mr. Rajendra Dahal

Organization

NEFEJ

Nepal F.M

Journalist

Phone
Office/ /Fax/ Residence/
Cell
01-4373315 (O)
01-4372354 (R)
9851027693 (C)
01-4289121 (O)
01-6222256 (R)
9851031164 (C)
01-4272675 (R)
9841346246 (C)
01-4436266 (R)
9851031650 (C)

E-mail/web

necables@wlink.com.np
msi@mail.com.np
hembista@yahoo.com

dahal_rajendra@yahoo.com

NEFEJ, Full Member
S. N
1

2

Name
Aditya Man Shrestha
Arjun Dhakal

3

Abdullah Miya

4

Ms. Amika Rajthala

5

Ananda Kumar Shrestha

6

Bhairab Risal

7

Binaya Gurwacharya

8

Binod Bhattarai

9

Badri Paudyal

10

Bal Krishna Chapagai

Designation

Organization

Senior Journalist
Executive Director
EnvironmentalEconomic/ Policy
Expert

NGO Federation
Nepal

Sub Editor

Kantipur Daily,
Subhidanagar,
Kathmandu.

Editor

Hasna Magazine,
Teku, Kathmandu

Senior Producer

B.B.C World Service
Trust
Sanepa, Lalitpur

Senior Journalist
Correspondent

Mainichi Newspaper
Japan

Journalist
Consulting Editor

Chairperson
Editor

Himal Khabarpatrika
Fortnightly, Hattiban
Lalitpur
National News
Agency
Jana Sangarsha
Daily, Butwal

Phone
Office/ /Fax/ Residence/
Cell
01-4470419 (R)
9808094315 (C)
01-4282280 (R)
9841209328 (C)
01-4480100 (O)
01-4470178 (O)
9841243314 (C)
9741106154 (C)
01-2010820 (O)
01-4334944 (R)
9841225039 (C)
01-5527713 (O) Ext. 106
01-6218168 (R)
9851063682 (C)
01-4232052 (R)
9841159838 (C)
01-4228877 (O)
01-4228877 (R)
2303244 (C)
01-4496161 (R)
01-4701165 (R)
01-5250333 (O)
01-5250845 (O)
01-5251013 (F)
01-4472253 (R)
9851035893 (C)
01-4262912(O)
071-543185/540979 (O)
071-546145 (F)
071-541968 (R)
9847071232 (C)

e-mail/web
adityaman@hotmail.com
arjundhakal@yahoo.com

miyavaee@gmail.com

amiaaju@gmail.com
babasami@wlink.com.np
anandakshrestha@yahoo.com
ananda@bbcwst.org.np
sushilarisal98@hotmail.com
beegee@ntc.net.np

bbhattarai2006@gmail.com

badripaudyal@hotmail.com
badrip@himalmedia.com

hop@hons.com
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S. N

Name

Designation

Organization

31

Jib Nath Khanal

Freelance Journalist

32

Kosmos Biswakarma

Journalist

33

Krishna Shrestha

Journalist

Gorkhapatra Daily,
Dharmapath,
Kathmandu

34

Krishna Murari
Bhandary

Feature Editor

Kantipur Daily
Subhidanagar,
Kathmandu

35

Laxman Upreti

Correspondent

NHK Television,
Japan

Editor

Sadhana Health
Magazine, Kamana
Prakashan Samuha,
Soalteemoad,
Kathmandu

36

Laxman Adhikari

37

Mohan Bista

Freelance Producer

38

Mohan Mainali

Freelance Journalist

39

Mohan Bhandari

Editor

40

Murari Siwakoti

Journalism Trainer

41

Madhu Acharya

Director

42

Narayan Sapkota

Freelance Journalist

43

Ms. Nirmala Sharma

44

Nimesh Regmi

Journalist,
ViceChairperson

Udgosh Daily,
Mainroad, Biratnagar

Antenna Foundation
Nepal, Bakundole,
Lalitpur. P.O Box
24225 Kathmandu

Sancharika Samuha,
Ekantakuna, Lalitpur

Journalist
Nepal Forum of
Environmental

Phone
Office/ /Fax/ Residence/
Cell
01-4424708 (R)
9841353797 (C)
9851101959 (C)
01-4222921 (O)
01-4255730 (O)
01-4224381 (F)
01-4359883 (R)
9841913536 (C)
01-4480100 (O)
01-4470178 (F)
01-4472396 (R)
9841277596 (C)
01-5555303 (O)
01-5553960 (R)
9851020754 (C)
01-4287777 (O)
01-4288700 (F)
01-4275096 (R)
9851109695 (C)
4425493(R)
9851074684 (C)
01-4441302 (R)
9851074932 (C)
021-538305 (O)
021-440305 (O)
021-524214 (R)
9842021214 (C)
01-5541108 (R)
01-5528059 (O)
01-5545857 (F)
01-4316307 (R)
9851038035 (C)
071-520952 (R)
9847020539 (C)
01-5538549 (O)
01-4783427 (R)
9851075426 (C)
9841333425 (C)
01-4261991 (O)

e-mail/web
khanal_ibn@yahoo.com
biswokarma@un.org
kabya98@hotmail.com

hakr@wlink.com.np

kmbhandary@hotmail.com

lupreti@gmail.com
laxman@newsnepal.net

adhikari2007@yahoo.com

mbista@yahoo.com
monali@wlink.com.np

udgoshdaily@gmail.com
murashi61@hotmail.com
macharya@wlink.com.np

muctisan@mos.com.np
nirmalajee@gmail.com
nimeshregmi@yahoo.com
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NEFEJ,
Associated
Member
Name
Designation
Name

1
74

Ajaya Mani Dixit
Ms. Shobha Gautam

2

Anil Adhikari

75

Ms. Sangita Marahatta

3
76

Anil Kumar Raut
Sashi Chalise

77
4
78

Shiva Gaunle
Bhumi Raman Nepal
Som Nath Lamichhane

5

Battu Krishna Upreti

79
6

Suresh Sharma
Bijaya Raj Paudyal

80

Shyam Bhatta

7
81

Bhaiya Khanal
Tirtha Koirala

82
8

Tika Ram Rai
Drona Raj Ghimire

Designation

Freelance
Editor
Journalist/
Freelance
Chairperson
Journalist/
Columnist
Journalist
Associate
Programme
Officer
Cameraperson

Journalist
Environmental
Activist
Journalist
Under Secretary

Executive Producer
Under Secretary
Senior
Correspondent
Associate
Professor
Chief( News
and
current affairs)

Editor
Environmental
Engineer

Organization
Organization
Institute of Human
Rights
Water
Nepal
Communication
Nepal , Anamnagar
Kathmandu
United Nations
Framework
Nepal
Television
Convention
on
SinghaChange
Durbar Climate
Kathmandu
Secretariat
Kathmandu Press
Batawaran
ClubSarokar
Samaj,
Dhading
National
News
Agency
Ministry of
Environment
Image
Television
Lazimpat,
Kathmandu
Department of Forest
Nagarik Daily,
Sundhara,
Kathmandu.
Natural History
Kantipur
Television
Museum
T.U,
Subhidanagar,
Swoyambhu
Kathmandu
Kathmandu Today
World Bank
, Nepal
Weekly,
Kathmandu
Country Office.

Phone
Phone
Office/ /Fax/ Residence/
Office/ /Fax/ Residence/
Cell
Cell
01-5528111 (O)
01-6631365 (R)
9851040165
(C)
01-4431550 (R)
9841332684 (C)
01-4352131 (R)
020 83052126
07752874834 (U.K)
+49 (0) 22896161583 (R)
+49-163-411-9065
01-4335237 (R) (C)
984122608O (C)

9851036125 (C)
9841619431(C)
01-4262628 (O)
9841287738
(C)
01-4601159 (R)
01-4433141 (O)
9841278643
(C)
01-4470236 (R)
9851065784
(C)
01-4471189 (R)
9802002006 (M)
(C)
9841292879
01-4265100 (O)
01-4261808 (O)
9841423640
(C)
01-4271899 (O)
01-4466300(O)
01-4442592Ext
(R)2400
01-6631173 (R)
9841307260
9851086396 (M)
(C)
01-4244211 (R)
01-4226792
(O)
9851032739 (C)
01-5543265 (R)
9841307302 (C)

e-mail/web

nwcf@wlink.com.np
shobha.gautam@gmail.com
aniladhikari.contact@gmail.com

sangitamarahatta@yahoo.com
shekharnat@hotmail.com
anil.raut@nies.go.jp
anilkraut@gmail.com
shashi.c@hotmail.com
shivagaunle@gmail.com
som_lamichhane@yahoo.com
upretybk@wlink.com.np
suresh_baneshwor@yahoo.com
sureshlaimail@yahoo.com
bijayapaudyal@hotmail.com

shyam.bhatta@gmail.com
baya2000@live.com
tiko@kanitpurtv.com
ramreee@yahoo.com
dronaghimire@hotmail.com
ktmtoday@yahoo.com
dronaghimire@gmail.com
dronaghimire@yahoo.com
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